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Abstract 
 
In the years prior to the pandemic, the Maltese fiscal balance swung from a deficit into a surplus and 

the debt-to-GDP ratio declined by over one-third. However, the subsequent pandemic related economic 

shock led to a fall in revenue and simultaneously, the Government introduced several fiscal support 

measures leading to a significant increase in the fiscal deficit. The aggressive countercyclical policy 

safeguarded thousands of jobs, facilitated liquidity access to businesses and protected the most 

vulnerable households.  

 

It is expected that the fiscal stance will remain accommodative in the near term, in line with the guidance 

expressed by the European Commission. Defined consolidation measures to limit the increase in public 

debt brought about by COVID support measures need to be implemented in a way that safeguards the 

recovery process. Moreover, consolidation must allow for further investment in education, infrastructure 

and the institutional framework – all of which boost productivity and long-run economic growth. The use 

of Next Generation EU funds, which includes the Recovery and Resilience Fund, can help achieve this 

balancing act. 

 
 

JEL classification: E620, E650, E660 
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Executive Summary  
 

In the years prior to the pandemic, the government fiscal balance improved significantly, swinging from 

a deficit into a surplus. As a result, the debt-to-GDP ratio declined by over one-third.  However, following 

the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent economic downturn, the government balance 

slipped back into deficit. Tax revenue was adversely affected by a drop in economic activity, brought 

about by the imposition of travel restrictions and other containment measures. At the same time, 

government expenditure was boosted by the launch of substantial support measures, aimed at 

safeguarding employment, facilitating liquidity access to firms and protecting vulnerable persons. Other 

additional outlays related to testing and treatment of the virus also contributed towards this deterioration 

of public finances. 

 

The aggressive countercyclical fiscal policy adopted by the Government during this time of crisis helped 

to limit the decline in economic activity. Government maintained an expansionary fiscal stance even 

when excluding the impact of COVID-related support measures, due to higher spending on capital 

projects and outlays on other initiatives outlined in the 2020 Budget. 

 

Fiscal policy will remain expansionary in 2021, and is expected to maintain an accommodative stance 

until the economic recovery is firmly established. This is in line with the guidance expressed by the 

European Commission, which is based on the fiscal policy recommendations adopted by the Council in 

June 2021. In turn, a sustained recovery requires policies which stabilise and eventually reduce the 

debt burden. Defined consolidation measures would help address this issue and also limit medium to 

long-term sustainability risks brought about by the pandemic. Long-run gains in productivity and 

economic potential can be achieved by improving the quality of government expenditure, i.e. by 

prioritising investment in infrastructure, health and education, while cutting back on spending in less 

productive areas. These goals can be achieved by implementing projects financed by Next Generation 

EU funds. In particular, by tapping into the Recovery and Resilience Facility, the Maltese Government 

can pursue additional investment in the green economy and improving digitisation, while enhancing the 

institutional framework. 
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What was the fiscal stance prior to the pandemic? 
 

The fiscal balance had improved significantly in the years prior to the pandemic. Between 2012 and 

2019 the Maltese economy experienced strong growth and government finances improved significantly 

(see Chart 1). In 2019, the Maltese general government accounts registered a surplus for the fourth 

consecutive year. In structural terms2, the government balance also improved significantly from a deficit 

exceeding 3.0% of GDP in 2012 to a surplus exceeding 1.0% in 2017. Although it deteriorated in the 

following two years, it remained close to a balanced position (see Chart 2).  

 

On average during the 2012 and 2019 period, the headline balance-to-GDP ratio improved by 0.4% 

each year. This improvement is driven by the underlying fiscal stance, which shows the year-on-year 

change in the structural balance. Cyclical factors also contributed to an improvement in public finances. 

This was particularly the case in the first few years of the period under review, when GDP growth 

significantly outpaced the rate of increase in potential output. Subsequently, a more contractionary fiscal 

stance helped improve the structural budgetary position. Temporary measures3 during this period had 

a marginal negative impact on average on the general government balance.  

 

 

 
2 The structural balance is computed using estimates for the cyclically-adjusted balance net of temporary measures. 
This is based on internal estimates for the elasticity between tax revenue and unemployment benefits, and their 
respective underlying macroeconomic base. 
3 Temporary measures are defined as fiscal measures whose impact is not deemed to last for more than two years. 
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Between 2012 and 2019, general government revenue grew by slightly below growth in nominal GDP 

(see Table 1). In this period, tax revenue exhibited strong growth. Amongst tax items, the largest 

increase in revenue stems from current taxes on income and wealth, which includes income taxes paid 

by households and firms. Non-tax revenue also rose at a strong pace, partly due to the introduction of 

the Individual Investor Programme in 2014. It also reflects the rate of absorption of EU funds from the 

2007-2013 and 2014-2020 Financial Frameworks.  
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Table 1    
OVERVIEW OF GENERAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES 
 

Growth rate % of GDP 

 Average  
2012-2019 2012 2019 

Revenue 8.4 38.8 36.4 
Current taxes on income and wealth 10.1 12.7 13.0 
Taxes on production and imports 7.3 12.8 11.5 
Social contributions 6.4 6.8 5.7 
Other(1) 10.0 6.4 6.2 
    

Expenditure 7.3 42.1 35.9 
Compensation of employees 6.7 12.8 10.7 
Intermediate consumption 10.8 6.6 7.0 
Social benefits 4.4 12.6 8.9 
Subsidies 19.2 1.0 1.4 
GFCF 16.2 3.4 3.8 
Other(2) 4.3 5.8 4.2 
    

GDP 9.3   

(1)  Includes market output, income derived from property and investments and current 
and capital transfers received. 

(2) Includes current transfers, capital transfers and interest payments. 

Source: National Statistics Office    

 

On average during the period (2012-2019), total government expenditure grew below GDP growth. 

Intermediate consumption, compensation of employees and gross fixed capital exhibited the highest 

growth in this period (in level terms, subsidies did not increase by a strong amount).  

 

An analysis of expenditure by function of government (COFOG) shows that one of the main 

contributions to growth stemmed from higher outlays on government transfers to households and 

spending on health treatment (social protection and health categories). Respectively, these contributed 

1.7 and 1.3 percentage points of the average annual increase in outlays. Other expenditure items 

including economic affairs, education and general government services also contributed positively but 

to a lesser extent.  

 

Social protection constituted the most significant part of government expenditure, reaching just under 

30.0% of total spending by end 2019 (see Chart 3). This was followed by general public services, health 

and education, with each category making up around 5.0% of total spending. Within social protection, 

around three quarters of spending was on contributory pensions and old age benefits, while 

unemployment spending accounted for around 2.0% of spending on social protection.  
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Fiscal consolidation during the pre-crisis period also impacted the stock of government debt. In fact, 

between 2011 and 2019, the debt to GDP ratio dropped by more than 28 percentage points. This 

primarily reflects the amelioration in the fiscal primary balance and interest-growth differential (see Chart 

4). Favourable developments in these offset higher deficit-debt adjustments recorded in this period. 

Consequently, the share of public debt in GDP as at end 2019 was at its lowest level in over two 

decades. 
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The pre-pandemic positive budgetary developments in Malta were also mirrored across other euro area 

member states. In aggregate terms, the euro area general government deficit narrowed progressively, 

to reach a historical low of around 0.5% of GDP by 2018, before increasing slightly by around 0.1 

percentage point in 2019. However, this represents a significant amelioration when compared to a deficit 

of 3.7% of GDP registered in 2012 (see Chart 5). This improvement was mainly driven by a rise in 

government revenue, both as a share of GDP and in absolute terms. At the same time, the EU 

expenditure-to-GDP ratio declined by around 3 percentage points between 2012 (when it stood at 

50.0%) and 2019. This largely reflects a decline in primary expenditure and to a lower extent a drop in 

interest expenditure. Meanwhile, the euro area public debt to GDP ratio fell from 90.7% in 2012 to 

around 84.0% by 2019.  

 
 

During the pre-pandemic period the improvement in euro area general government finances was less 

pronounced than that registered in Malta. By end-2019, the euro area average was still in deficit while 

its debt-to-GDP ratio was more than 40 percentage points higher compared with that of Malta. These 

developments indicate that at the onset of the pandemic Malta had more available fiscal space when 

compared to the euro area. 

 

Prior to the pandemic, the fiscal outlook in Malta and in the euro area was expected to improve further, 

as documented in the annex at the end of this Note.  
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What was the fiscal response to the crisis? 
 

Timeline of COVID-19 support measures 

During the course of the pandemic, the Government introduced several support measures to cushion 

the negative economic shock caused by the containment measures. These measures mainly included 

assistance to businesses, support to employees and other assistance to vulnerable persons. Other 

spending measures included additional outlays related to the containment of the pandemic, including 

medical testing costs, the reorganization of wards at Mater Dei Hospital, and the acquisition of protective 

equipment and ventilators. 

 

A first set of measures, announced on 14 March 2020, offered liquidity support to firms by deferring 

provisional tax, VAT, and social security payments due to Government. Additionally, the Government 

launched a scheme to help businesses invest in teleworking systems. On 18 March, a second set of 

measures was announced. These included the issue of a wage supplement to firms, financial support 

to people in quarantine leave and parents who could not work in order to care for their children, as well 

as new benefits for those unemployed due to the pandemic. The latter included persons deemed 

‘vulnerable’ by the Superintendent of Public Health who could not return to the workplace. In addition, 

a new scheme overseen by the Malta Development Bank offered government guarantees on loans 

granted by commercial banks to cover shortfalls in firms’ working capital. Additional resources were also 

allocated to health authorities. On 24 March, a third set of measures introduced more generous terms 

for tax deferral schemes (extended to more sectors and applicable for a longer time period) and for the 

wage supplement scheme. 

 

By May, other schemes were launched. These offered support to research and development and the 

production of COVID-19 relevant products that assist in the fight against the spread of the virus. 

Additional funds offered help to other voluntary organisations. Moreover, the VAT rate on face masks 

and shields was reduced from 18% to 5% and a Mask Subsidy Scheme offered refunds to pharmacies 

for wholesale losses made on stocks bought earlier in the year.  

 

On 8 June, the Government announced a new package of measures aimed at supporting an economic 

recovery. These mainly include the extension of the wage supplement scheme to cover the summer 

months of 2020, a partial refund of commercial rents due that year, and a partial refund of business 

electricity bills due in the third quarter of 2020. The introduction of a retail voucher scheme saw 

households benefiting from €100 each to spend in hotels, catering establishments and other retail 

outlets that were forced to close earlier in the year. In addition, stamp duties on property purchases 

were reduced for both sellers and buyers, while conditions to qualify for the first-time buyers’ scheme 

were relaxed. Moreover, fuel prices were reduced, the in-work benefit scheme was extended and 

various new grants to businesses, overseen by Malta Enterprise, were introduced. During the 2021 

Budget Speech, presented in Parliament on 19 October, various fiscal measures were introduced or 

extended. Notably, the wage supplement was extended until March 2021, while the period in which 
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buyers and sellers of property can benefit from reduced stamp duties was extended until end-2021. 

Government also announced it will offer a new voucher scheme to households in 2021.  

 

Subsequent to the 2020 Budget Speech other measures were extended. In particular, the wage 

supplement scheme was extended until end-2021, albeit with some form of tapering from the third 

quarter of the year (see below). Bars and social clubs which were closed in October 2020 were offered 

assistance through a new scheme. 

 

In March 2021, parents of children under the age of 16 and children with severe disabilities who could 

not work while taking care of their children due to school closures were reoffered the COVID temporary 

benefit. The tax deferral scheme, which was originally open from March to August 2020, binding firms 

to repay all taxes due by May 2021, was also extended. Employers could opt to defer tax payments due 

from August 2020 to December 2021 and were allowed to start paying them back from May 2022. The 

moratorium for interest and capital repayments of COVID Guarantee Scheme (CGS) loans was also 

extended from a maximum of 12 to 18 months. The CGS was extended from June to September 2021, 

and the definition of working capital loans was extended to also cover financial costs related to the 

servicing of bank loans. The aid scheme to bars and clubs was also extended, and firms which were 

obliged to close again between March and April 2021 were offered the maximum possible wage 

supplement. Other new measures announced included a support scheme aimed at restarting the local 

arts sector, a one-time grant to business that were to remain closed after 10 May 2021, and an extension 

of the rent and electricity subsidies schemes.  

 

Additional new measures related to the tourism sector were also introduced in this period. These include 

the waiver of tourism licenses fees for 2021, schemes related to ‘Free Individual Travel’, vouchers to 

tourists in sport and diving industries and rebates for digital marketing services for guesthouses, hostels, 

two-star hotels and holiday furnished premises. 

  

As from August 2021, wage supplements offered to firms least affected by the pandemic started being 

tapered down. Firms which suffered 55% or more turnover loss in 2020 continued to receive the full 

support until the end of 2021. The level of assistance for other firms was scaled back by 60% to 80%, 

depending on their turnover loss. Wage supplements for these firms was reduced again in the final 

quarter of the year. 

 

Measures which directly affect the budget balance (see next section) are transitory in nature as these 

are set to be unwound in the near future. Other measures are also extraordinary in nature; however, 

their impact will still be felt in the medium-to-long term. While firms are required to start repaying tax 

deferrals by May 2022, there is no set date by which repayments must be made. Moreover, government 

guarantees extended to CGS loans will remain in effect until the loan is repaid. 
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What was the impact of the COVID-19 support measures on public finances in 2020? 
 

COVID-related fiscal measures affecting the balance 

We classify the fiscal measures introduced in response to COVID-19 into four categories, depending 

on their stated function (see Table 3). This classification is in line with the definitions used by the Maltese 

Government in its Stability Programme and Draft Budget Plan. 

 

The first category consists of economic support measures, which provide assistance to households and 

firms in order to minimise the impact of COVID-19 on industries and employment. The second category 

refers to social measures which are intended to provide additional assistance to vulnerable households. 

A third category of measures includes liquidity support to firms in order to bolster their working capital. 

The final set of measures reflects health-related expenditure to expand healthcare capacity and other 

costs related to repatriation and the safe opening of schools.  

 

According to the European System of Accounts methodology, the above mentioned COVID-19 

measures are mainly classified as subsidies, social benefits and intermediate consumption. The largest 

category of expenditure is subsidies, largely reflecting the wage supplement scheme and the 

introduction of household vouchers. Health-related spending is mainly classified as intermediate 

consumption and also partly as social benefits in kind. Spending on social measures is classified as 

social benefits.  

 

The tax deferral scheme and the COVID Guarantee Scheme (considered as liquidity support measures) 

are not covered in this assessment as the general government accounts are adjusted for accruals and 

hence consider deferred taxes as part of tax revenue earned in 2020. Government guarantees do not 

affect the general government deficit unless they are called. 
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Table 2    
FISCAL MEASURES AFFECTING THE BUDGET BALANCE IN 2020    
% of GDP    

Classification Measures impacting budget 
balance ESA Classification 

Impact 

(% of GDP) 

Economic Support 
Measures 

Wage supplement scheme, support 
to workers in quarantine, distribution 
of vouchers to households, reduction 
of stamp duty on property purchases 
and schemes to facilitate investment 
in teleworking systems.  

Subsidies, indirect 
taxes 3.6 

Social Measures 

Additional social benefits to help 
working parents, the unemployed, 
persons with disabilities and persons 
classified as ‘vulnerable’ by the 
Superintendent of Public Health, 
extension of the In-work Benefit and 
a top-up of rent subsidies for low-
income households.  

Social Benefits other 
than in kind 0.1 

Liquidity Support Measures 

Subsidised commercial electricity 
bills for firms and a scheme to 
support business undertakings to 
provide training and development of 
their workforce.  

Subsidies 0.1 

Health-related Measures 

Cost associated with, containment 
and treatment of the virus, testing, 
purchase of additional equipment & 
cleaning, cargo transportation and 
other repatriation costs and 
additional outlays related to the safe 
re-opening of schools. 

Intermediate 
consumption, Social 

benefits in kind, 
Compensation of 

employees 

1.3 

Total Impact     5.0 
Note: figures may not add up due to rounding. 

Source: Authors' calculations. 

 

The fiscal measures introduced to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 stood around 5.0% of GDP in 2020. 

More than 70% of this expenditure was in the form of additional support to businesses, particularly 

through the wage supplement scheme. The wage supplement scheme amounted to around 3.0% of 

GDP and played a crucial role in supporting employment during the pandemic. According to a press 

conference held in December 2020, 85,000 employees had benefited from the scheme by the end of 

the year.4 Businesses were offered other, smaller schemes which financed quarantine leave and 

investment in teleworking systems. Households were also offered support measures, in the sense that 

some measures were introduced with the aim of supporting domestic demand. These measures include 

the reduction in stamp duty on property purchases and the voucher scheme. The latter had the largest 

impact amongst support measures offered to households; outlays amounted around 0.3% of GDP. 

 

Overall, additional outlays related to health spending amounted to 1.3% of GDP or 25.0% of total 

COVID-related expenditure. Spending attributed to additional outlays on treatment, testing, 

 
4See: https://www.gov.mt/en/Government/DOI/Press%20Releases/Pages/2020/December/19/pr202639en.aspx 

https://www.gov.mt/en/Government/DOI/Press%20Releases/Pages/2020/December/19/pr202639en.aspx
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reorganisation of wards and other containment measures amounted to around 0.8% of GDP. This 

includes outlays on daily tests, treatment for patients in hospitals and the purchase of ventilators, 

additional equipment and cleaning materials and supplementary allowances. Moreover, other additional 

health-related expenditure on cargo, repatriation and the safe reopening of schools amounted to around 

0.6% of GDP. 

 

Meanwhile, spending on social measures amounted to 0.1% of GDP or around 2.5% of total COVID-

related expenditure. Most outlays relate to benefits to working parents, where one person has to stop 

working to look after children being taught from home. Spending on liquidity measures affecting the 

deficit also round up to 0.1% of GDP, although in level terms they form around 0.9% of total COVID-

related expenditure. This is made up of refunds to commercial rents and electricity bills. 

 

Comparison with the euro area fiscal response  

The size and composition of fiscal support measures was heterogeneous across euro area countries. 

In general, however, most countries introduced COVID-related measures in the form of subsidies to 

business in designated industries, job retention schemes, welfare payments to individuals and tax relief 

measures. Other measures include emergency spending to increase the capacity of health systems, 

the purchase of protective equipment and the setting up testing and tracing systems. Additionally, 

several euro area countries offered liquidity assistance to firms in the form of tax deferrals and state 

guaranteed schemes.  

 

Available estimates from the European Commission and the ESCB put the direct budgetary impact of 

COVID-19 measures in 2020 at around 4.0% of GDP.5 Both sets of estimates rely on the Government 

targets, as published in the Stability Programme and Draft Budget Plan publications. However, there 

exist methodological differences regarding the impact of automatic stabilisers, the treatment of tax 

deferrals and revisions to government estimates.6 

 

Chart 6 compares own estimates for the 2020 budgetary impact of COVID measures in Malta, with the 

European Commission estimates for the euro area. Overall, expenditure on COVID measures in Malta 

is higher than the EA average. This is partly due to more generous assistance schemes. For instance, 

the level of assistance given out in Germany’s “Kurzarbeit” short-term employment scheme was based 

on the reduction on employees’ working hours. In contrast, during 2020 the Maltese wage supplement 

scheme gave out a flat benefit to applicants, which varies by industry (based on their NACE category). 

 
5 The Commission estimate is based on the 2021 winter forecast exercise and is available here: 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/economy-finance/1_en_act_part1_v9.pdf.  
The ESCB forecast was compiled in the context of the June 2021 Eurosystem staff Broad Macroeconomic 
Projection Exercise and is available here: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-
bulletin/articles/2021/html/ecb.ebart202105_03~997529d196.en.html  
6 See: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-
bulletin/articles/2021/html/ecb.ebart202101_03~c5595cd291.en.html 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/economy-finance/1_en_act_part1_v9.pdf
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/articles/2021/html/ecb.ebart202105_03%7E997529d196.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/articles/2021/html/ecb.ebart202105_03%7E997529d196.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/articles/2021/html/ecb.ebart202101_03%7Ec5595cd291.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/articles/2021/html/ecb.ebart202101_03%7Ec5595cd291.en.html
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The difference in expenditure estimates also reflects methodological differences. For instance, health 

expenditure estimates in Malta include costs related to repatriation of people and the reopening of 

schools. Not all member states may have reported this level of expenditure as a COVID measure to the 

European Commission. 

 

The estimated impact of revenue-reducing COVID measures (excluding tax deferrals) is higher for the 

euro area average compared with Malta. In the euro area, these had a comparatively broader scope, 

and included measures such as cuts in the standard VAT rate. In Malta, by contrast, revenue-based 

support measures primarily reflected assistance to the property sector and cuts in the price of fuel. The 

Maltese Government instead sought to boost domestic consumption by other measures, notably the 

voucher scheme. 

 

 
 

The impact of COVID-related fiscal measures on the budget balance 

The measures introduced by the government to support economic activity and mitigate the spread of 

the virus had a significant impact on public finances. In particular, measures that restricted mobility led 

to a significant decline in economic activity that was especially pronounced in contact-intensive services 

industries such as tourism and retail. The contraction in economic activity resulted in lower inflows from 

indirect taxes, namely VAT, and taxes on corporations. Moreover, the introduction of support measures 

boosted government expenditure and contributed to a further worsening of the public finances. 
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To analyze the impact of these measures on public finances we plot the year-on-year change in 

government revenue and expenditure, together with the quarterly average reading of the COVID-19 

Government Stringency Index (see Chart 7). 7 The latter captures the level of containment within the 

country in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, the bars show the impact on the fiscal 

balance arising from the abovementioned COVID support measures and the decline in economic 

activity.  

 
 

In the first quarter of 2020 the average stringency index was quite low as containment measures started 

being introduced in March. However, already in this period the pandemic had a significant impact on 

public finances as they swung from a surplus onto a deficit. Tax revenue – and in particular direct taxes 

paid by firms - suffered a significant decline, as economic activity slowed down. At the same time, 

Government efforts to mitigate the spread of the virus resulted in an increase in health-related 

expenditure. This included the reorganization of hospital wards, purchase of additional protective 

equipment, beds and ventilators and the opening of new swabbing centers. 

 

In the second quarter of 2020, the average stringency index climbed to its highest level for the year. Tax 

revenue – and indirect taxes in particular – were adversely affected by lower domestic demand and a 

 
7 The index uses the methodology developed by the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker project. 
For further details, see Sant (2021): 
https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Publications/Economic%20Research/2021/Covid-tracker-
Malta.pdf?revcount=3055  

https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Publications/Economic%20Research/2021/Covid-tracker-Malta.pdf?revcount=3055
https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Publications/Economic%20Research/2021/Covid-tracker-Malta.pdf?revcount=3055
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significant drop in tourism activity. In this period, spending on support measures and COVID-related 

social benefits was also in full swing. 

 

In the third quarter, the relaxation of various containment measures, including the re-opening of borders 

saw the stringency index fall to an average of 38.4 points. The less restrictive environment during this 

quarter led to a drop in the deficit when compared with the previous two quarters. Most notably, revenue 

from direct taxes increased when compared with the same period a year earlier, mostly due to a rebound 

in taxes paid by households. This reflects a modest recovery in the labour market. Nevertheless, direct 

taxes paid by firms and indirect taxes continued to decline from their 2019 level. Outlays on COVID-

related measures remained elevated, as the launch of several new initiatives in June, such as a 

reduction in stamp duty and the distribution of vouchers to households, offset lower outlays on COVID-

related social benefits and repatriation costs. 

 

The number of COVID-19 cases increased once again in the final quarter of 2020, resulting in the 

closure of bars and social clubs. Consequently, the average stringency index rose once again. In this 

period, Government launched new support measures and started issuing refunds on commercial rent 

and electricity bills. Meanwhile, all forms of tax revenue declined, mainly due to the lower pace of 

economic activity.  

 

Overall, outlays on support measures and the loss in tax revenue due to lower economic activity 

accounts for a significant part of the deterioration in public finances in 2020. Spending on COVID-related 

measures rose over time due to the launch and extension of several support measures, as well as 

ongoing outlays on treatment. Tax revenue declined steeply compared with the levels seen in 2019. 

However, while indirect taxes – which are mostly levied on consumption – remained subdued throughout 

the year, direct taxes – which are mostly levied on employment income – recovered somewhat when 

most firms reopened for business in the second quarter of the year. Hence, the overall decline in direct 

tax revenue in 2020 was less substantial compared with the fall in inflows from indirect taxes (see Chart 

8). 
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Fiscal stance in 2020 

Due to the above-mentioned government response, the fiscal balance deteriorated from a surplus of 

€64.3million - or 0.5% of GDP – in 2019, to a fiscal deficit of €1,267.9 million or 9.7% of GDP in 2020 

(see table 4). The share of revenue in GDP dropped by 0.2 percentage points. In level terms, the decline 

in revenue was mainly due to lower direct and indirect tax revenue (see earlier section).  

 

The share of expenditure in GDP rose by 9.9 percentage points. This reflects outlays on COVID-related 

measures, which are classified as subsides, intermediate consumption and social benefits. 

Compensation of employees (partly driven by higher allowances in the health sector) and outlays on 

investment also increased.  
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Table 3
OVERVIEW OF GENERAL GOVERNMENT FINANCES

2019 2020 Amount % 2019 2020 Amount %
Revenue 5,114.3 4,729.9 -384.4 -7.5 36.4 36.2 -0.2 -0.6
Taxes on production and imports 1613.0 1397.0 -216.0 -13.4 11.5 10.7 -0.8 -6.9
Current taxes on income and wealth 1827.0 1689.8 -137.2 -7.5 13.0 12.9 -0.1 -0.6
Social contributions 800.1 841.1 41.0 5.1 5.7 6.4 0.7 12.9
Other(1) 874.3 802.0 -72.3 -8.3 6.2 6.1 -0.1 -1.4
Expenditure 5,050.0 5,997.8 947.8 18.8 35.9 45.8 9.9 27.6
Compensation of employees 1509.5 1583.9 74.4 4.9 10.7 12.1 1.4 12.7
Intermediate consumption 979.6 1180.1 200.6 20.5 7.0 9.0 2.1 29.4
Social benefits 1244.9 1347.1 102.2 8.2 8.9 10.3 1.4 16.3
Subsidies 195.1 651.2 456.1 233.8 1.4 5.0 3.6 258.6
GFCF 533.6 582.1 48.5 9.1 3.8 4.4 0.7 17.2
Other(2) 587.4 653.5 66.1 4.2 5.0 0.8
General government balance 64.3 -1267.9 -1,332.2 0.5 -9.7 -10.1
General government debt 5,718.5 6,977.5 1,259.0 40.7 53.3 12.6
(1)  Includes market output, income derived from property and investments and current and capital transfers received.

Source: National Statistics Office

Change 2020-
2019

(2) Includes current transfers, capital transfers and interest payments.

Change 2020-
2019

EUR millions % of GDP
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Chart 9 shows that around half of the deterioration in the fiscal balance in 2020 is attributed to the 

extraordinary measures introduced during the pandemic. Around a third of the deterioration of the 

balance is driven by the cyclical component. This term represents the estimated drop in tax revenue 

and increase in unemployment benefits resulting from a drop in economic activity. In this case, the 

cyclical component is mostly driven by lower tax receipts. In 2020, the cyclical component has a sizeable 

impact as it reflects the estimated deterioration in the output gap, which swung from a positive gap in 

2019 to a large negative gap in 2020. That said, since the output gap is a non-observable entity and 

estimates may be subject to revisions, this component needs to be interpreted with caution. 

 

In the years prior to the pandemic, a declining share of interest payments in GDP contributed towards 

an improvement in the public finances. This trend ended in 2020 as interest payments had a neutral 

impact. 

 

When excluding these factors, the underlying fiscal stance remains expansionary. Around one third of 

the fiscal stance represents higher capital outlays i.e. an increase in investment and capital transfers. 

This includes higher expenditure on capital projects not co-financed by EU grants, namely the 

construction of new roads. Other notable contributions to the expansionary fiscal stance include the 

extension of school transport to households, additional outlays related to cancer treatment and higher 

compensation of employees outside the health sector.  

 

Meanwhile, the stock of general government debt in 2020 amounted to €6,977.5 million or 53.3% of 

GDP. This is €1,259.0 million more than the level registered at the end of 2019. The increase in debt 

mainly reflects the issue of new long-term debt securities to fund the shortfall of public finances caused 

by the pandemic, and the take up of SURE loans.  

 

Ideally, fiscal policy should be counter-cyclical so that in good economic times (i.e. when the output gap 

is positive) government policy is restrictive in nature, while in the presence of negative shocks an 

expansionary fiscal policy helps to cushion against the adverse impacts.  

 

The nature of fiscal policy is represented in Chart 10 below; markers in the bottom-left and top-right 

quadrants represents a countercyclical fiscal policy. In most years between 2012 and 2019, the fiscal 

stance adopted by the Maltese government was quite significant (one percentage point of GDP or 

higher). In most cases (2013, 2016, 2017, 2020) fiscal policy was countercyclical as the fiscal stance 

acted counter to the output gap. Policy in 2012 and 2019 was by contrast procyclical as the government 

adopted an expansionary fiscal stance in periods when economic activity was not subdued. In other 

instances (2014, 2015, 2018) the fiscal stance was broadly neutral.  

 

In 2020 the extremely expansionary and countercyclical fiscal policy served to mitigate the adverse 

effects of the pandemic. According to Central bank of Malta estimates, measures directly affecting the 
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deficit and other liquidity measures affected GDP growth positively by around 2.8% of GDP.8 This policy 

was rendered possible by the fiscal buffers built due to the countercyclical policies in the last few years 

prior to the pandemic.  

 

 
 

Estimating the projected impact of the pandemic on government finances is not a straightforward task. 

The first challenge relates to uncertainty surrounding the evolution of the pandemic, notably in the earlier 

stages. The second problem, which indirectly relates to the first, reflects the extension and introduction 

of various fiscal measures as the pandemic evolved. As an example, the wage supplement scheme 

was initially scheduled to end in June 2020; this was later extended until September, then October 2020 

and most recently it has been extended until end 2021. Therefore, projections were constantly updated 

throughout the year to reflect these developments (see Annex). 

 

 

 

 

 
8 See Box 2 in Central Bank of Malta Economic Projections 2021:2: 
https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Publications/2021_2.pdf?revcount=7589 
 

https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Publications/2021_2.pdf?revcount=7589
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What is the impact of the pandemic on future fiscal policy?  
 

Together with other euro area member states, Malta is committed towards a supportive fiscal stance in 

the immediate term. In a statement issued on 15 March 2021, the Eurogroup reaffirmed its intention to 

offer the necessary level of budgetary support to economic activity in 2021 and 2022. Member states 

pledged to avoid premature withdrawal of fiscal support, and to address public debt sustainability once 

the recovery is firmly underway. This policy is also supported by the European Commission, whose 

assessment of the 2022 Draft Budgetary Plans called on euro area Member States to support the 

recovery without creating a permanent burden on public finances. This assessment relies on the 

application of the general escape clause of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), which is set to be 

deactivated in 2023. 

 

In its country-specific recommendations issued in June 2021, the Commission proposes that member 

states with low levels of debt pursue a supportive fiscal stance up until 2022. However, countries with 

high debt levels are advised to adopt a prudent fiscal policy and limit current expenditure growth. This 

guidance was reaffirmed in the assessment of the 2022 Draft Budgetary Plans. All member states are 

advised to carry out projects financed by the Recovery and Resilience Fund (see below) and to preserve 

nationally financed investment. 

 

Near-term policy considerations 

The Maltese Government expects to retain an expansionary fiscal policy in 2021, driven by spending 

on COVID-related measures. According to the Central Bank of Malta December 2021 projections, the 

deficit for this year is set to reach 9.6% of GDP9. Outlays on support measures, are still set to remain 

substantial, albeit lower from their level in 2020 (see Chart 11). We classify most of these measures as 

economic support measures, with the largest measure in this category being the wage supplement 

scheme. Other economic support measures include the reduction in stamp duty on property purchases 

and sales, the voucher scheme and additional aid to the tourism industry. At the same time, spending 

on liquidity support measures is set to increase from the previous year, as more refunds for commercial 

rent and electricity bills are distributed. On the other hand, outlays on health treatment are set to decline 

as certain costs associated with repatriation, reorganisation of wards and large purchases of protective 

equipment are not set to be repeated. In 2021, COVID-related social benefits to vulnerable persons or 

working parent declined significantly from their level in 2020, as these were only given out during the 

period in which some non-essential firms were closed between March and April. 

 

In 2022, the fiscal stance is set to tighten, driven by the winding down of most COVID support measures 

(see Chart 11). According to the Commission’s 2022 Draft Budget Plan assessment, when excluding 

COVID measures but accounting for the impact of nationally-financed and EU-funded government 

investment, the fiscal stance for the year is neutral. This, the Commission notes, is in line with the 

 
9 See: https://www.centralbankmalta.org/economic-projections  

https://www.centralbankmalta.org/economic-projections
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Council recommendations, as it is “in a context of very high estimated potential growth, [where] public 

investment reaches a historically high level”. 

 

 
 

Medium-term policy considerations 

The accommodative fiscal stance adopted during the pandemic has caused the public debt to increase. 

The Central Bank of Malta December 2021 projections forecasts the general government debt-to-GDP 

ratio to remain on an upward trajectory until 2023, when it reaches 61.2% of GDP. While this ratio is not 

particularly high when compared with the current debt levels in most large euro area countries, it 

effectively reverses all efforts made to reduce the debt burden since then. For the debt ratio to return 

firmly to a downward trajectory, a countercyclical stance needs to be maintained, even as pandemic-

related support expires. 

 

Publicly available debt sustainability analyses10 for Malta were conducted by the Commission11 and the 

Central Bank of Malta12 early in 2021. Hence, these exercises do not reflect the impact of additional 

 
10 A debt sustainability analysis typically carries out a comprehensive assessment of the medium-term sustainability 
of sovereign debt. This Note takes a narrower view as it outlines fiscal policies adopted solely due to the pandemic. 
It is thus beyond the scope of the note to conduct a debt sustainability analysis.  
11 https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/debt-sustainability-monitor-2020_en  
12 https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Reports-Articles/2021/Sustainability-of-Maltese-government-
debt.pdf?revcount=3589  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/debt-sustainability-monitor-2020_en
https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Reports-Articles/2021/Sustainability-of-Maltese-government-debt.pdf?revcount=3589
https://www.centralbankmalta.org/site/Reports-Articles/2021/Sustainability-of-Maltese-government-debt.pdf?revcount=3589
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travel restrictions and extension of government support measures in the second quarter of the year. A 

more recent assessment was published by the IMF13 in September 2021 as part of the Article IV 

consultation. Overall, these analyses find additional sustainability risks brought about by the pandemic, 

mainly due to higher contingent liabilities. This is because the COVID Guarantee Scheme renders 

Government liable if firms benefitting from the scheme default on loan obligations. However, the studies 

were not able to quantify these risks. 

 

To minimise these risks, defined fiscal consolidation targets should be announced as soon as the 

economic recovery is deemed to be on track. The earlier the fiscal consolidation, either via fiscal restraint 

or faster economic growth or a mixture of both, the sooner the debt ratio can return onto a declining 

path, ensuring sufficient fiscal space to absorb adverse risks should they materialize. 

 

Use of Recovery and Resilience Facility 

The extent of consolidation and reduction of COVID-related risks hinges on the ability of Government 

to improve the quality of budgetary measures. As the Commission’s 2020 Country Specific 

Recommendations lay out, growth enhancing investment projects should be prioritised at the expense 

of other current spending measures. Reforms in health, education and the labour market will also help 

boost productivity and long-run economic growth. These goals can be pursued more effectively in the 

medium term by making use of Next Generation EU funds – and more specifically, the Recovery and 

Resilience Facility (RRF). 

 

The Maltese Government has submitted the Recovery and Resilience Plan (RRP) to the Commission 

in July 2021. This was subsequently approved by the Commission and adopted by the Council of the 

EU. The plan outlines how Malta intends to use the grants allocated from the RRF14. These grants will 

be used to finance various projects, including initiatives related to the digital and climate change 

spheres, in the coming years. According to the plan, 54% and 26% of expenditure is targeted to climate 

change mainstreaming and digital transition, respectively. The plan includes several measurable 

reforms and investments which aim to address the challenges identified in the 2019 and 2020 Country 

Specific Recommendation. Such reforms and investment also aim to contribute to a sustainable, 

equitable, green and digital recovery effort.  

 

To be eligible for funding from the RRF, member states need to implement structural reforms which 

impact long run potential output growth. Reforms planned in Malta include improving the effectiveness 

of the judiciary, developing a more skilled workforce and improving tax administration. 

 

 
13 https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2021/09/17/Malta-2021-Article-IV-Consultation-Press-Release-
Staff-Report-and-Statement-by-the-465870  
14 The Recovery and Resilience Plan is available on: 
https://eufunds.gov.mt/en/Operational%20Programmes/Documents/Malta%27s%20Recovery%20%20Resiliance
%20Plan%20-%20July%202021.pdf 
 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2021/09/17/Malta-2021-Article-IV-Consultation-Press-Release-Staff-Report-and-Statement-by-the-465870
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2021/09/17/Malta-2021-Article-IV-Consultation-Press-Release-Staff-Report-and-Statement-by-the-465870
https://eufunds.gov.mt/en/Operational%20Programmes/Documents/Malta%27s%20Recovery%20%20Resiliance%20Plan%20-%20July%202021.pdf
https://eufunds.gov.mt/en/Operational%20Programmes/Documents/Malta%27s%20Recovery%20%20Resiliance%20Plan%20-%20July%202021.pdf
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Planned measures to digitise the public administration and strengthen the institutional framework will 

yield cost savings, and through better enforcement, revenue gains. By channelling resources towards 

the green economy, health and education – while cutting back on expenditure in less productive areas 

– the quality of government expenditure should be enhanced. At the same time, the boost to economic 

activity – and by extension public finances – will help to cushion against the impact of long-run 

contingent or implicit liabilities. 
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Appendix 
 

Fiscal projections prior to the pandemic 

Before the onset of COVID, the Maltese government was expected to continue posting surpluses and 

lowering its debt burden. The Central Bank of Malta forecast published in December 201915 envisaged 

a fiscal surplus between 2020 and 2022 (see Table A). Government debt was projected to maintain its 

downward trend and was set to reach 35.6% of GDP by end of 2022. These forecasts reflected the 

envisaged positive outlook for the Maltese economy.  

 

The fiscal outlook for Malta compared favorably to the euro area average. According to the European 

Commission’s Autumn 2019 Economic forecast16, the euro area budget deficit was expected to rise to 

1.0% of GDP by 2021 due to the envisaged slower economic growth and some expansionary fiscal 

measures. The debt-to-GDP ratio was expected to maintain a downward trajectory in most countries 

and as a result the euro area ratio was expected to drop to 84.1% of GDP by 2021 (see Table B).  

 

Table A       
CENTRAL BANK OF MALTA AND GOVERNMENT PROJETIONS PRIOR TO 
PANDEMIC  

% of GDP       

  Central Bank of Malta December 
2019 Draft Budget Plan 2020 

 2020 2021 2022 2020 2021 2022 

Fiscal Balance 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 
       

Government Debt 40.2 37.7 35.6 40.4 37.6 34.9 

Source: Authors' calculations.    
 

Table B   
EURO AREA PROJETIONS PRIOR TO PANDEMIC  

% of GDP   

  Commission Autumn 2019 

 2020 2021 
Fiscal Balance -0.9 -1.0 

   

Government Debt 85.1 84.1 
 

 
15This is available on: https://www.centralbankmalta.org/file.aspx?f=92670 
 
16 This is available on: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/economy-finance/ip115_en_0.pdf 
 
 
 

https://www.centralbankmalta.org/file.aspx?f=92670
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/economy-finance/ip115_en_0.pdf
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Evolution of fiscal projections in 2020 

Table C        
EURO AREA PROJETIONS PRIOR TO PANDEMIC    
% of GDP        

  Central Bank of Malta Projections Government 
Estimates Actual 

 March June August December Stability 
Programme 

Draft 
Budget 

Plan 
 

Government 
Revenue 38.3 38 37.3 37.1 39.2 37.3 36.5 

Government 
Expenditure 45.1 46.6 46.6 46.7 46.7 46.7 46.6 

Fiscal Balance -6.8 -8.6 -9.4 -9.5 -7.5 -9.4 -10.1 
           

Government 
Debt 53.7 56 55 55.3 54.5 55 54.3 

Source: Authors' calculations     
 

The first Central Bank of Malta pandemic projections in March 2020 envisaged a deficit of 6.8% of GDP 

in 2020. These estimates were largely based on limited information on government measures and 

significant pandemic uncertainty. By end 2020 Central Bank of Malta had revised its estimate of the 

general government deficit for 2020 to 9.5% of GDP. This estimate was also in line with the government 

estimates published in October.  

 

Overall, both the Central Bank of Malta and Government estimates underestimated the impact of the 

pandemic on public finances as the overall budget deficit turned out to be significantly higher than 

previously envisaged at the onset of the pandemic. This was partly due to higher-than-expected outlays 

on COVID-related measures in particular the wage supplement scheme. 
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